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INTRODUCTION
An insight to the contents of this

report

We are glad to represent to all ASME member of Robotics club
team in this report. In this report you get the information about
Scorpion NX2 robot and The Big Cat vehicle. There is also a very
detailed explanation of team structure along which followed as a
consequence of our experience of E-fest.

The following topics are covered in this report.

(1) The competition e-fest
(2) Student Design Challenge- Scorpion nx2 robot
(3) Human Powered Vehicle Challenge- The big cat vehicle
(4) Achievements in e-fest 2018
(5) Experienced gain by team

We hope that NGI will be pleased to read this report. If there is
any further inquiry or suggestion from your side, please do not
hesitate we are looking forward to a positive response.

-Noble Innovation Centre



EVENTS
About E-fest

E-Fests are three-day, two-night regional events built around design,
advanced manufacturing and robotics technologies. They enable engineering
students to expand their knowledge, test and showcase new skills and inspire
innovation. Efest conducted by ASME at 3 different zones across the world. In Asia
pacific zone event was host by Delhi Technological University, India.



Participation in the SDC E-fest 2018
“Student Design Challenge”

Theme Football Goooaaalll!!!

Robot Name: Scorpion Nx2
Team:

Vishal Chitroda (c) (ME) (C)
Rahul Mandalia (vc) (ME) (VC)

Pranay Singh (ECE)
Uday Trivedi (EE)

Akash Chitroda (ME)
Jigar Gothi (ME)

Kruti Jani (EE)
Anjali Katariya (EE)

Krunal Ramani (ECE)
Raj Chovatiya (EE)

In the summer of 2018 the sporting world’s attention will be drawn to the
FIFA World Cup in Russia, where the best football (soccer in the US) teams will
compete. The 2018 Student Design Competition challenges our imagination and
technical design skills to create a “team” to compete against three other teams
in a modified four-way football competition.

We have to construct a team that is just one device or a team with multiple
devices that are remotely controlled and must fit in a specified box provided by
our team. The competition will have a multi-game group stage followed by a
semi-final and final round for the top teams.

Before the main event has started, the robot has to undergo certain
inspection rounds to make sure that the robot is eligible to compete. First of all
the robot were checked dimensionally such that it is fit in a 50*50*50 cm
(internal dimension) box. After being cleared by safety instructor the robots
were cleared to complete.

Robotics Club – NIC team has perform very well in qualify round , quarter
final, semi final and final round in the event. In the 1st halves of final we lead at 1st

position but failed to maintain position in top 3 at 2nd/last halves. Rahul Mandalia
was main operator of scorpion nx2 robot.



[Box of Scorpion Nx2 robot] [Scorpion Nx2 at arena]

Participation in the HPVC E-fest 2018
“Human Powered Vehicle Challenge”
Vehicle Name: The Big Cat; No.: 23

Team:
Omprakash Chaudhary (ME) (C)

Anjali Katariya (EE) (VC)
Vishal Chitroda (ME)
Akash Chitroda (ME)

Jigar Gothi (ME)
Rahul Mandalia (ME)
Bhavik Solanki (ME)

Uday Trivedi (EE)
Yash Solanki (EE)

Mitul Thumbar (EE)
Rishit Nakum (EE)

Tushar Goyani (EE)
Kunjal Gami (ECE)

Kajal Mori (EE)
Bhoomi Vala (CSE)

Charmy Bhutaiya (CSE)



Human-powered transport is often the only type available in
underdeveloped or inaccessible parts of the world, and if well designed, can be
an increasingly viable form of sustainable transportation.

ASME's international Human Powered Vehicle Challenge (HPVC) provides
an opportunity for students to demonstrate the application of sound engineering
design principles in the development of sustainable and practical transportation
alternatives. In the HPVC, students work in teams to design and build efficient,
highly engineered vehicles for everyday use from commuting to work, to carrying
goods to market.

The first stage of the competition involves the preparation of a
comprehensive design report. The second part includes a demonstration of a
technical innovation included in the design, a speed event of 400 meter flying
start time trial or head-to-head drag race and a 2.5 hour endurance race held
over the course. Guidelines and detailed requirements including safety measures
and tests could be found in the full competition rule book which released before
some months from International ASME HPVC team. The complete details of the
competition are as follows:

1. Qualification Report Submission
2. Qualification Result
3. Design Report Submission
4. Safety Performance Video
5. Design Presentation
6. Test

a. Dynamic
b. Static

7. Drag Race
a. Men’s speed event
b. Women’s speed event

8. Endurance Race
9. Prize Distribution



Day 1
On the first day of HPVC competition. Design presentation, Dynamic test

and Static tests was carried out.

Static test:
In this test, the safety of the vehicle was tested considering the roll over

protection system, fairing, side reflectors, mirrors, sharp edges of vehicle etc. Our
vehicle satisfied all the required conditions and was shortlisted for the dynamic
testing. The juries were very much impressed by the way we designed our vehicle
and the safety measures that we implemented in our vehicle. The unique feature
of the leg guard, adjustable seat, adjustable handle and creative stand of
vehicle which impressed the jury most was that, it aesthetic and comfortable for
every body type of rider with adjustable seat and adjustable handle. At the end,
the jury suggested us; make sure that there will be no any sharp edges on the leg
guard and vehicle stand during the dynamic testing.

[Static testing by jury of ASME HPVC]



Dynamic test:
In this test, the vehicle was tested dynamically and the performance was

measured. The tests that the vehicle underwent were stability test, brake test,
turning radius test and speed test. In the stability test, the vehicle is expected to
move in a straight line path without any deviation and our vehicle moved in
perfect straight line path in the given track which made us eligible for the
remaining part of the dynamic test. In the brake test, the brake distance will be
calculated and for our vehicle, it was under the permissible limit of 6 mtr. Speed
of our vehicle is 28 km/hr. In competition the top speed of vehicle is 29 km/hr.
turning radius test, the radius at which the vehicle turns will be calculated and
was under the given limit. As the vehicle passed all the tests, our vehicle was
shortlisted for the competition to compete with the remaining teams. There were
39 teams in total which were shortlisted for the competition apart from our
vehicle.

[Dynamic testing]

We completed the both testing, now vehicle is approved that vehicle is
safe to ride by the jury and is acknowledged with a safety sticker, without stickers
the vehicle will not be allowed to participate further in competition.



Day 2
Drag Race

Drag race is also known as Men’s speed event and women’s speed event.
Drag race is the first race of the event where, the teams which were shortlisted in
the design test participated. Before the beginning of the actual race, there was
a qualifier round in which every team need to compete with their immediate
team. The race was arranged according to their vehicle numbers. Our vehicle
number is 23. Uday trivedi was as a men rider of men’s speed drag race and
Kunjal gami as a women rider of women’s speed drag race. Unfortunately,
because of less aerodynamic shape of we were not get position in top 10 of
competition and stood 13th in women’s speed event and 17th in men’s speed
event among 39 competitors.

[Women’s speed drag race]



Day 3
Endurance Race

This is the last stage of the competition, where every team will have to ride
their vehicle for two and half hours (2.5 hour) independent of number of riders.
There are certain rules to which all the teams should abide by. Some of them are:

 It is compulsory that every rider should ride the vehicle for a minimum of
three laps or till minimum 30 minutes; otherwise the laps that the rider
would be cancelled or penalized.

 To change the vehicle rider, the vehicle should be brought to the pit and
from there, the new rider should continue.

 If the vehicle got any physical problem in the middle of a lap, only the
rider is allowed to fix it and no other fellow crew should involve.

 The vehicle should be brought to the pit only by the rider and no other
team mate should help the rider in bringing the vehicle.

 In the race one women rider is mandatory to ride vehicle.
 Parcel of red bricks have to pick and drop 5 times. On each lap we can

take one parcel from parcel checkpoint. We can do this task at any lap
of endurance but at the last before end our 5 parcel should be pick and
dropped.

Respecting the above rules and regulations, the race was started by Mr.
Yash Solanki then second Rahul Mandalia, third Kunjal Gami from women’s rider
crew, Omprakash Chaudhary captain of team, and last laps was finished by
Yash Solanki. Eventually we completed total 23 laps in 2.5 hours. Each lap length
of 1.6 km with 3 speed breaker and 5 obstacles which was rumble strip, stop sign,
quick turn, tight hairpin turn and salom section.

[Endurance Race]



[Endurance Race]



ACHIEVMENTS
What were our achievements in E- fest 2018?

Student Design Challenge

There are many team have participated in the SDC event, including
reputed institutes of India like IIT’s and NIT’s. The event was very tough and the
budget of the other robots was much higher as compare to our robots. In the first
round we won in front of other 3 team and qualify for quarter final round. Then
further we moved on in quarter and that time also we won the match
and moved on semi f inal  round. Semi final of the competition is to tough
and very hard to make good posi t ion in 1 s t halve but in 2n d halve
we gave our good performance and again make a posi t ion at a
winning place now the time of F inal  of the competi tion . Our heart
beats were beating fast and ready to crack that arena again. In
1 s t halve of f inal  we lead in score table. But in 2 n d halve we lost our
posi tion and stand at 4 t h posit ion . Nevertheless, we manage to build
one of the most creative designed and best manufactured robot in the
competition, Knowing what the obstacle the team had to face towards the
end, the member were satisfied by the way we performed and aim toward
having a much more successful run In e- fest.

Human Powered Vehicle Challenge

In total, our vehicle performed satisfactorily and stood 7th among 38
qualified teams in the endurance. The final result is as follows:
Overall: 13th

Design: 24th

Women’s Drag race: 17th

Men’s Drag race: 13th

Endurance race: 7th

Overall rank: 15th



EXPERIENCE
What did learn from E- fest 2018?

Noble Innovation Centre team second time participated in e-fest was an
opening for the next generation students of the collage to step onto a new
platform of robotics and innovation, it was an immense learning experience for
our both HPVC and SDC team which is divided into 2 categories. The first being
technical and the other being management and ethics. Efest gives a real
engineering practice via making a robot and vehicle.

By for the most important realization for the team is learning what to learn
and knowing where to improve, working with the juniors improving the
relevant technical skills and discussing the possible technology that can be
implemented further.

We’re Thankful to Mr Hardik Vadgama; he spent time with students for guide them
in design and manufacturing. He's passed out student of NGI and well versed in

the technical aspect.

Finally our Hearty Thanks towards Management, Principal, HODs,
Faculty staff of Noble group of institutions, Noble innovation centre, robotics club,

Prof. Vasim Machhar (HOD MECH.), Kevin Vyas (Faculty Advisor)
and Kirit Bhalsod (Faculty Advisor) for encouraging and supporting us throughout

the project and competition. Special Thanks to Tea, milk, electric kettle, sugar
and water for made felt fresh us at night working.



GLIMPSES

[Crew Arrival @ DTU Campus]

[Preparing Booster of Scorpion Nx2 robot]
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[Preparing Booster of Scorpion Nx2 robot]



[Assembly of Scorpion Nx2 robot]

[Swadesi Aesthetic Remote]



[Scorpion Nx2]

[Assembly Chases parts]



[Assembly of Coupling with front arm]

[AeroSpoil of vehicle]



[Idler pulley for chain drive ]

[Poster of Team no. Vehicle and College name @Pit]

[Idler pulley for chain drive ]

[Poster of Team no. Vehicle and College name @Pit]

[Idler pulley for chain drive ]

[Poster of Team no. Vehicle and College name @Pit]



[ASME Jury takes static testing]

[ASME Jury takes static testing(1)]



[The Big Cat @Drag Race]

[Scorpion Nx2 @SDC arena]



[Scorpion Nx2 @SDC arena(1)]

[ASME dynamic testing]



[The Big Cat @ Endurance Race]

[Crew of ASME Noble team]



[Crew of ASME Noble team(1)]



CONTACTS
+91 97373  91067
roboticsclub@ngivbt.edu.in

Social link:
Blog: http://roboticsclubngi.wordpress.com/
Website: http://ngivbt.edu.in/robotics-club/
Facebook page: www.facebook.com/roboticsclubngi/
Instagram: roboticsclubngi
YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCb0oYpCrulgKDJpsvPAb8dw
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